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Newsletter from Pivab – Innovators in Automatic Rewinding
Bed sheet manufacturing line
Pivab successfully installed the disposable
bed sheet line in Finland delivered in February
this year. The sheets are manufactured from
two layers of paper and one layer of PE which
are unwinded from rolls and laminated
together with hot melt glue. The machine then
folds the material lengthwise before it is cut
to the desired lengths with a crosscutting
knife. Thereafter the sheets are cross folded
twice before they are stacked. Finally the
stack is strapped with a paper strip before
packed in boxes. The line has so far produced
about 1.5 million disposable bed sheets for
the elderly care.

Yet another single face rewinder
for Poland
Pivab is now in final assembly and testing of a
new fully automatic single face rewinder for
Werner Kenkel which is one of the largest
privately own corrugated packaging producers
in Poland. The rewinder will work together
with the corrugating line and is, amongst
other things, equipped with a newly developed
automatic knife positioning system and
automatic tape positioning.

Single face rewinder in final production at Pivab’s plant.

Pivab Machinery is a Swedish company that
specializes in manufacturing rewinders for single
face corrugated web. The company was founded in
1983 and has a long tradition of product innovation
and machine design according to customer
requirements.

3 layers of material are laminated to form the bed sheet.

New rubber membrane rewinder
Pivab is manufacturing new custom made
machinery for winding and packing Butyl and
EPDM membranes for SealEco in Sweden.
The membrane is rewinded from a pile of
material onto paper cores and cut to custom
lengths. The rolls are then sealed with stretch
film and packed with a portal robot into
predefined patterns on pallets. The rewinder
is equipped with an automatic core feeder,
automatic web guide and sensitive tensioning
equipment.

These special machines for the single face market,
whether used in traditional corrugated or laminating
production environments, are easily installed with
basic connections to lines dedicated to single face
operations or at the end of existing corrugators.
The Pivab rewinders offer good opportunities to
production cost savings in the single face market.
Please contact us if you have any questions or if you
would like to have a quotation. Product video and
pamphlets are also available for download on our
website. www.pivab.com
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